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                            	TechnologyTurntide Technology for Sustainable Operations and Electrification

Our patented technologies enable electrification and sustainable operations for direct customers and OEM solutions.



	Vehicle Electrification
We offer a one-stop shop for electrification and drivetrain components designed for optimal efficiency, safety, and performance.


	Intelligent Barn™
Turntide Intelligent Barn™ optimizes animal well-being while improving operational efficiency and profitability.


	Motors for Built Environments
Our patented Smart Motor System™ is designed for optimal efficiency with intelligent controls to reduce wasted energy.


	HVAC Retrofits
Smart HVAC brings together optimal efficient equipment, controls, and intelligence to reduce energy usage and lower maintenance costs.





	Industry SolutionsSustainable Operations and Electrification Solutions

Our breakthrough solutions accelerate electrification and sustainable operations improving energy efficiency in buildings, commercial vehicles, and agriculture.



	Vehicle Electrification
Reduce your time to market by bringing together electrification and drivetrain components for optimal efficiency, safety, and performance.


	Agriculture
Turntide Intelligent Barn™ monitors and controls barn systems to optimize animal well-being and drive profitable sustainability for dairy farms.


	Buildings
Turntide for Buildings combines a Smart Motor System™ with building controls and intelligence to drive down energy usage and operating costs.





	CompanyTurning the tide on climate change

Join our innovative, world-class team and help us to invent and scale the breakthrough  technologies critical to optimizing how humanity uses energy. 



	About Us
Learn more about our history, leadership team, and mission to make every watt worthwhile for humanity.


	Culture & Careers – North America
Interested in joining our team in the US or Canada? See our current job openings and learn more about our culture.


	News & Press
Read all the latest news about Turntide, from press releases to the latest media coverage.





	Resource HubFind the product information and technical specifications you need in our learning hub. For installation help, visit Turntide Academy.



	Resources


		Vehicle Electrification
	Agriculture
	HVAC Motor Retrofit



	Turntide Academy


		Documents
	Videos
	Log In/Sign Up






	Partners
	Contact Us


                    

    


        

    



    
        
            
                Our Breakthrough Technologies
 Help Decarbonize
Energy-Intensive Industries
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                    Industry Solutions

                

        Vehicle Electrification

        
            Turntide provides electrification and powertrain components that enable you to electrify your fleet faster with less risk, and higher performance and safety.

                    

    

                                            
                                                                            Read More                                                                            Related Technology                                                                            Case Study                    

                

        

                    

            





    
        
            
                    
                

        Customer Spotlight: Hitachi Rail

        
            To bring a hybrid rail solution to market, Hitachi needed an electrification partner to help them retrofit their existing trains. As an experienced supplier with a deep understanding of cell chemistry and how to integrate battery systems into vehicles, Turntide was the perfect choice.

                    

    

                            
                                                                                                                Learn More                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                

            
                                


            

        

    






    
        
            
                    
                    Industry Solutions

                

        Agriculture

        
            Turntide Intelligent Barn is a full end-to-end dairy farm solution that brings together hardware, software, and services to optimize the well-being of animals and farm workers and drive operational efficiency and sustainability.

                    

    

                                            
                                                                            Read More                                                                            Customer Case Study                    

                

        

                    

            





    
        
            
                    
                

         Customer Spotlight: Innovative Franchise Owner

        
             

$25,000 of energy savings in 5 locations

	Reduces operating costs and improves overall profitability
	HVAC accounts for 28% of energy consumption in restaurants
	Lowers impact on environment
	Franchise owner demonstrates ESG impact of Turntide, helping accelerate corporate ESG goals


                    

    

                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                

            
                                













Watch more case study videos:

Macerich

Ivanhoe Cambridge

            

        

    






    
        
            
                    
                    Industry Solutions

                

        Building Retrofits

        
            Turntide brings together energy-efficient equipment, intelligence, controls, portfolio visibility, and compliance to enable smart buildings while optimizing customer and employee health and comfort.

                    

    

                                            
                                                                            Read More                                                                            Related Technology                                                                            Customer Case Study                     

                

        

                    

            





    
                                    
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                                                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                                                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                            
                                    

                                    






    
        

        Turntide Transformational Climate Impact
 
        558,837,506

        Kwh of energy saved as of 2023

    

    
        
            
            Has the same climate impact as:

        

                                            
            
                
                    
                                                472,283 

                         Acres of new forest planted

                    

                

            

                                            
            
                
                    
                                                38,903,571

                        Fewer gallons of gas used

                    

                

            

            





    
        
            
                    
                

        Award-winning technology 
 & world-class investors
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        What's New

        
                                

    

    

                                                                                                                                            
            
                
                                            

                                        
                                                    Motus Power and Turntide Help Macerich Cut Energy Consumption by 56%
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                                                    The Only Proactive Choice for Europe’s Energy-Starved Businesses 
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                                                    Hitachi Rail Names Turntide Preferred Partner
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                                                    How a 200-Year-Old Technology Can Solve Our Current Energy Crunch
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                                                    Why I Became a Tideturner: People and Planet
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        Partner With Us and Turn the Tide

        
            Join us in optimizing how the world consumes energy. Whether you are an ESCO, OEM, utility, or reseller, our platform is creating an ecosystem with new opportunities for companies throughout the sustainability industry.
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        Take the Next Step

        
            Talk to our team to see how we can help you save energy and boost your bottom line.

              Schedule Consult        

    

    






	
    
    
        
        
            
        

        
        
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
        
              
    


    

         
        
            
                                                                            It’s Time to Rethink Sustainability

                                                                Our breakthrough technologies accelerate electrification and sustainable operations for energy-intensive industries.
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                                                                            	Turntide for Agriculture
	Turntide for Buildings
	Turntide for Electrification
	Partners
	Schedule Consult
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                                                                            	Motors for Built Environments
	Electrification
	HVAC & Cooling Systems
	Intelligent Barn™


                                            

                                    
                                                    Company

                                                                            	About Us
	Blog
	Resource Hub
	Culture & Careers
	News & Press


                                            

                                    
                                                    Support

                                                                            	Knowledge Base
	Email Support- Buildings
	Email Support- Transport
	US 1-877-776-8470
	UK +44-191-497-9007


                                            

                            

        
    


    

        
                                                            Turntide Technologies  1295 Forgewood Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Hours of Operation     US  Mon-Fri 7:00AM-9:00PM ET  |  UK  Mon-Fri 9:00AM-5:00PM
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	Supplier Code of Conduct
	Turntide Website Terms of Use
	Terms and Conditions of Sale
	Terms and Conditions of Purchase
	Terms and Conditions in India
	Patents
	Warranty

            










Our website uses cookies to give you the most customized browsing experience. By clicking Save & Accept, you consent to the use of all cookies marked as Enabled. You may personalize your selections before clicking Save & Accept. You can learn about how we will use the data collected by cookies here: Privacy PolicyDo not sell my personal information
Cookie settingsSAVE & ACCEPT
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                        Privacy Overview
                        
                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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                            Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.

                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Functional                            
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                            Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bcookie	2 years	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognize browser ID.
	bscookie	2 years	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store performed actions on the website.
	lang	session	LinkedIn sets this cookie to remember a user's language setting.
	lidc	1 day	LinkedIn sets the lidc cookie to facilitate data center selection.
	UserMatchHistory	1 month	LinkedIn sets this cookie for LinkedIn Ads ID syncing.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Performance                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    performance
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AWSALB	7 days	AWSALB is an application load balancer cookie set by Amazon Web Services to map the session to the target.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Analytics                            
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                            Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_gat_gtag_UA_114736889_3	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	pardot	past	The pardot cookie is set while the visitor is logged in as a Pardot user. The cookie indicates an active session and is not used for tracking.
	s_vi	2 years	An Adobe Analytics cookie that uses a unique visitor ID time/date stamp to identify a unique vistor to the website.
	undefined	never	Wistia sets this cookie to collect data on visitor interaction with the website's video-content, to make the website's video-content more relevant for the visitor.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Advertisement                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    advertisement
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.



                            

                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                Others                            
                                                                                        
                                    
                                    others
                                

                                                    

                        
                            
                            Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	AnalyticsSyncHistory	1 month	No description
	d-a8e6	1 year	No description available.
	li_gc	2 years	No description
	loglevel	never	No description available.
	lpv679623	30 minutes	No description
	s-9da4	15 minutes	No description available.
	visitor_id679623	10 years	No description
	visitor_id679623-hash	10 years	No description
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